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ABSTRACT

Toxicokinetics (TK) is generation of kinetic data for systemic exposure and toxicity assessment of the drug. These
studies help us to estimate the observed toxicity to that dose. TK evaluation is very important in drug development phase
in both regulatory and scientific perspective. There are several guidelines to conduct TK study in animals recommended
by regulatory bodies (OECD). TK evaluation is useful in selection of dose, dosing form, alternative dosing route,
evaluation of toxicological mechanism, and also used for the setting safe dose level in clinical phases. This TK studies also
used to reduces the animal number (replacement, reduction and refinement). On the other hand, TK data are practically
used for the purpose of drug discovery such as lead-optimization and candidate-selection. This review discussed about
the principles involved in TK studies, application and importance in drug development stages and approaches to
reduction the number of animals in the study.
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Introduction
Toxicokinetics (TK) is defined by The International
Conference on Harmonization (ICH) as ‘the
generation of pharmacokinetic data, either as an
integral component in the conduct of non-clinical
toxicity studies or in specially designed supportive
studies, to assess systemic exposure1. While
developing a molecule as a therapeutic agent
researchers consider not only benefit but also risk
associated with it. Simply it means if the safety/risk
ratio is balanced or safety is more then it will be
used as good therapeutic agent. Hence
toxicological evaluation got more importance in
drug development stages especially in preclinical
stage. The need for toxicokinetic data and the
extent of exposure assessment in individual
toxicity studies should be based on a flexible stepby-step approach and a case-by-case decision
making process to provide sufficient information
for a risk and safety assessment2. Several
guidelines have been recommended for the
toxicokinetic measurements. These measurement
procedures may provide a means of obtaining
multiple doses pharmacokinetic data in the test
species, avoidance of duplication of studies of such
studies when appropriate parameters were

monitored; optimum design in gathering the data
will reduce the number of animals required
(replacement, reduction and refinement{3R}).
However this toxicokinetic data focus on the
kinetics of a new therapeutic agent under the
conditions of the toxicity studies themselves.
Dynamic development process of a pharmaceutical
product is involves continuous feed-back between
non-clinical and clinical studies, no detailed
recommendations required for the application of
toxicokinetic data to be collected in all studies and
scientific judgment should dictate when such data
may be useful.
The primary objective of the toxicokinetic studies
is to describe the systemic exposure achieved in
animals and its relationship to dose level and the
time course of the toxicity study 1. Second,
exposure data in animals should be evaluated
before human clinical trials 3. Third, choice of
species and treatment regimen used in non clinical
studies. Lastly, information on systemic exposure
of animals during repeated-dose toxicity studies is
essential for the interpretation of study results, to
the design of subsequent studies and to the
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human safety assessment4. In addition to all these
sex and inter-animal variability also need to be
compared, because there are some variations
depending up on the species and gender. For
example drugs, such as pentobarbital, morphine
and methadone, female rats have a much lower
liver metabolism than males, resulting in higher
plasma levels5. A recent survey by the Japanese
Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers
Association
compared the results from 102 repeat-dose
toxicity studies (ranging from one to 12 months) in
mouse, rat, dog and monkey 6. Sex differences
were observed in 41 out of 92 of the studies,
primarily consisting of higher exposure in female
rats. Second example, species difference,
clearance of nicardipine in the plasma of rats is
high compared with other species, including
humans7. Due to hepatobiliary saturation (major
metabolic pathway) in dog, proxicromil (anti
allergic compound) causes liver toxicity (with
elevated plasma levels) but not in the rat or
monkey 8.
Principles involved in toxicokinetics:

The exposure might be represented by plasma
(serum or blood) concentrations or the AUCs of
parent compound and/or metabolite(s) and
sometimes
by
tissue
concentrations.
Quantification of exposure provides an assessment
of the burden on the test species and helps in the
interpretation of similarities and differences in
toxicity across species, dose groups and sexes.
When designing the toxicity studies, the exposure
and dose-dependence in humans at therapeutic
dose levels (either expected or established), should
be considered in order to achieve relevant
exposure at various dose levels in the animal
toxicity studies. Species differences in the
pharmacodynamics of the substance (either
qualitative or quantitative) should also be taken
into consideration because sometimes it may have
other effects. This information may allow better
interspecies comparisons than simple dose/body
weight (or surface area) comparisons.
2. Extent of exposure

3. Sampling points
In concomitant toxicokinetic studies the time points
for collecting body fluids should be as frequent as is
necessary, but not as frequent as to interfere with
the normal conduct of the study or to cause undue
physiological stress to the animals. There are also
strict restrictions on blood volume available (no
more than 10% of circulating volume can be taken).
Sample size is typically 0.25–0.50 ml day−1 in
rodents and up to1ml day−1 in non-rodents In each
study, justification of number of time points should
be made on the basis that they are adequate to
estimate exposure. The justification should be
based on kinetic data gathered from earlier toxicity
studies, from pilot or dose range finding studies,
from separate studies in the same animal model or
in other models allowing reliable extrapolation.
Sampling times vary based on the presence (or lack)
of pharmacokinetic data, but are often taken 0.5,
1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0, 12.0 and 24.0 h post-dose, with
only the parent drug generally being measured.
4. Dose level setting
Dose level for toxicity studies is largely regulated by
the toxicology findings and the pharmacodynamic
responses of the test species.
At low dose levels, preferably a no-toxic-effect dose
level, the exposure in the animals of any toxicity
study should ideally equal or just exceed the
maximum expected (or known to be attained) in
patients. This ideal is not always achievable and
that low doses will often need to be determined by
considerations of toxicology; nevertheless, systemic
exposure should be determined.
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1. Quantification and extent of exposure :

Systemic exposure should be estimated in an
appropriate number of animals and dose groups to
provide a basis for risk assessment. Concomitant
toxicokinetics may be performed either in all or a
representative proportion of the animals used in
the main study or in special satellite groups. Both
male and female animals are utilized in the main
study it is normal to estimate exposure in animals
of both sexes unless some justification can be made
for not so doing. Toxicokinetic data is not
mandatory for studies of different duration if the
dosing regimen is essentially unchanged.
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Intermediate dose levels should normally represent
an appropriate multiple (or fraction) of the
exposure at lower (or higher) dose levels
dependent upon the objectives of the toxicity
study. The high dose levels in toxicity studies will
normally be determined by toxicological
considerations. However, the exposure achieved at
the dose levels used should be assessed.
This toxicokinetic data indicate that absorption of a
compound limits exposure to parent compound
and/or metabolite(s), the lowest dose level of the
substance producing the maximum exposure
should be accepted as the top dose level to be used
(when no other dose-limiting constraint applies).
In non-linear kinetic cases a very careful attention
should be paid to the interpretation of toxicological
findings in toxicity studies (of all kinds). However,
non-linear kinetics should not necessarily result in
dose limitations in toxicity studies or invalidate the
findings; toxicokinetics can be very helpful in
assessing the relationship between dose and
exposure in this situation.
5. Ratifying factors on study to be considered
Earlier we discussed the species and sex differences
and their effect on toxicokinetics. There are other
factors to be considered in this study is protein
binding, tissue uptake, receptor properties and
metabolic profile. Systemic exposure may be
decreased by protein binding and tissue uptake. In
addition, due to the metabolism there will be
formation of pharmacological active metabolites,
the toxic metabolites and antigenic biotechnology
products metabolites.
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6. Route of administration
Pharmacokinetics of a substance is greatly affected
by the route of administration. For instance orally
administered drugs bioavailability time is more
than other routes. If the drug is intended to
administer through oral route then oral toxicity
should be checked. If any drug administering route
is already established and new clinical route of
administration is going to establish then it will be
necessary to ascertain whether changing the
clinical route will significantly reduce the safety
margin. In this case focusing on local toxicity is

essential. In this comparison of the systemic
exposure to the compound and/or its relevant
metabolite(s) (AUC and Cmax) in humans generated
by the existing and proposed routes of
administration is required.
7. Metabolite determination
Many of the cases systemic exposure and toxic
effect consider on the basis of parent drug
concentration.
However, there
may
be
circumstances when measurement of metabolite
concentrations in plasma or other body fluids is
especially important in the conduct of
toxicokinetics. They are
 If it is a 'pro-drug' and the delivered metabolite
is acknowledged to be the primary active
entity.
 If the compound is metabolised to one or more
pharmacologically or toxicologically active
metabolites which could make a significant
contribution to tissue/organ responses.
 For the drugs which are extensively
metabolized and the metabolite is only the
quantifiable factor.
8. Statistical evaluation of data
The data should be evaluated statistically which
allows assessment of the exposure. Toxicokinetic
values are normally calculated as mean SD;
statistical evaluation is not usually performed
however, because large intra- and inter-individual
variation of kinetic parameters may occur and
small numbers of animals are involved in
generating toxicokinetic data, a high level of
precision in terms of statistics is not normally
needed. Consideration should be given to the
calculation of mean or median values and
estimates of variability, but in some cases the data
of individual animals may be more important than
a refined statistical analysis of group data. If data
transformation (e.g. logarithmic) is performed, a
rationale should be provided.
9. Analytical methods
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Regulatory authorities expects that analytical
methods used to determine plasma concentrations
of pharmaceuticals are of adequate sensitivity and
precision1,9. For evaluation validated analytical
methods used and conforms to Good Laboratory
Practice (GLP). Analytical methods used in such
studies include gas chromatography (although this
is rarely used), HPLC (UV or fluorescence), LC, LC–
MS, LC-MS-MS, and capillary electrophoresis
(again, rarely used, and more for proteins).In
addition, the number of sample time-points must
be to be frequent enough to estimate exposure1.
Generally, toxicity studies use a range of timepoints and replicates to provide toxicokinetic data
as we discussed earlier, although staggered and
sparse sampling (to reduce animal numbers) has
been reported to give accurate results10–13. Results
are then analysed using a set curve-prediction
package
(e.g.WinNonLin from Pharsight;
http://www.pharsight.com). For replicate designs,
toxicokinetic measurements are taken at similar
pre-set timepoints and the mean of the measured
values is then taken to provide an estimate of drug
exposure. Although staggered designs are less
sensitive, they are still used by various
pharmaceutical companies for rodent and/or
primate studies.
Toxicokinetic studies in Preclinical stage:
Safety assessment
Generally safety of a molecule can be performed in
in-vivo systems. This step is not included in the
guidelines but it is very useful for the researchers to
assess the systemic exposure of the molecule and
its effect on it. This safety study is integral part in
the central nervous system (CNS), cardio vascular
system (CVS) and respiratory assessments.

These studies are often performed in a very early
phase of drug development before a bioanalytical
method has been developed. These studies are
usually performed in rodents. Plasma samples may
be taken in such studies and stored for later
analysis, if necessary; appropriate stability data for
the analyte in the matrix sampled would then be
required. To answer specific questions raised from
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Single dose and rising dose studies

the initial single dose study alternatively,
additional toxicokinetic studies may be required.
Results from single-dose kinetic studies may help
in the choice of formulation and in the prediction
of rate and duration of exposure during a dosing
interval. This may assist in the selection of
appropriate dose levels for use in later studies.
However, toxicokinetics can be assessed for some
drug classes, or in screening studies (e.g.in a series
of candidates or when choosing a suitable
formulation). Rising-dose studies are performed in
non-rodent models. Here, toxicokinetic evaluation
takes place at various time-points for each new
dose level. Such an evaluation is especially useful if
higher-dose emesis occurs as it can reveal whether
exposure to the drug still occurred.
Repeated-dose toxicity studies
To give support for phase 1 studies this study is
carried out for four weeks in both rodents as well
as non-rodents. The treatment regimen (Note 11)
and species should be selected whenever possible
with
regard
to
pharmacodynamic
and
pharmacokinetic principles. This may not be
achievable for the very first studies, at a time when
neither animal nor human pharmacokinetic data
are normally available. As we discussed earlier no
rigid detailed procedures for the application of
toxicokinetics are recommended in regulatory
guidance documentation1. Toxicokinetics should
be incorporated appropriately into the design of
the studies. It may consist of exposure profiling or
monitoring (Note 1) at appropriate dose levels at
the start and towards the end of the treatment
period of the first repeat dose study. The
procedure adopted for later studies will depend on
the results from the first study and on any changes
in the proposed treatment regimen. Monitoring or
profiling may be extended, reduced or modified for
specific compounds where problems have arisen in
the interpretation of earlier toxicity studies. These
results give information on exposure, dose
proportionality, sex- and species-difference, and
potential accumulation and inhibition, and help to
support dose-selection for subsequent studies
Performing further repeated dose studies in both
rodent and non rodents up to 6-12 months enable
estimation of drug and its metabolite(s) kinetic
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parameter assessment as well as long term clinical
exposure assessment. Another point to be
considered is a few drugs shows tolerance when it
is administered repeatedly.
Genotoxicity studies
Two in vitro studies and one in vivo study is
essential to support development of drug 14. In vivo
investigations usually use a rodent micronucleus
(bone marrow or peripheral erythrocytes) test or
chromosome aberration (bone marrow cells) test.
These are the well established studies for the
genotoxicity evaluation. There is a regulatory
expectation to demonstrate exposure to the drug
either with toxicity or toxicokinetic data1,15. In
rodents, specific toxicokinetic evaluation might not
be necessary as it is possible to cross reference with
toxicity studies.
Reproduction toxicity studies
Reproduction toxicity measurements are taken in
studies of fertility (rat), embryo-foetal development
(rat and rabbit) and peri- or post-natal
development (rat).
Studies of fertility
Assessment of fertility toxicity has very important,
because most of the drugs used
in fertility
conditions so has to strengthen at that time.
Usually this can be done in rats.
In pregnant and lactating animals:

The point at which toxicokinetic evaluation is
performed
varies
among
pharmaceutical
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There is a regulatory expectation for toxicokinetic
data in pregnant animals, although no specific
guidance is given1,16. Data from non-pregnant
animals is useful to set dose levels, and the
limitation of exposure is usually governed by
maternal toxicity. Toxicokinetics may involve
exposure assessment of dams, embryos, foetuses
or newborn at specified days. Secretion in milk
may be assessed to define its role in the exposure
of newborns. In some situations, additional studies
may be necessary or appropriate in order to study
embryo/foetal transfer and secretion in milk.

companies but often takes place in embryo-foetal
studies at the beginning and end of gestation in
the main study animals themselves. However, it
can also occur in preliminary studies or in main
studies with satellite animals.
Carcinogenicity studies:
Sometimes drugs are used for longtime for curing
purposes, this may lead to the toxicity or
carcinogenicity. So lifetime studies in the rodent
are needed to support the long-term clinical use of
pharmaceuticals17 and non-rodents can also be
used. Dose selection is usually determined as the
maximum tolerated dose (MTD), which is a 25-fold
AUC ratio (rodent to human), or by dose-limiting
pharmacodynamic
effects,
saturation
of
absorption, or a maximum feasible dose9. Selection
based on AUC is less common as a 25-fold ratio is
often not feasible. Indeed, at the highest dose
level, most drugs do not yield AUC values of more
than 5–10-fold the human AUC18. There is a
regulatory expectation for information on systemic
exposure to the parent drug and metabolites1,19. It
is recommended that monitoring should occur on a
few occasions during the study, although it is not
essential for monitoring to occur beyond six
months1. However, pharmaceutical companies use
various strategies for such monitoring times (e.g.
Weeks 1, 13, 26 and 52, Weeks 1 and 26, or Weeks
26 and 52). It should be noted that, owing to high
variability in plasma concentration, toxicokinetic
data from aged rats (above one year old) are not
useful for estimating exposure. Sampling times
depend on available kinetic data but can range
from full profile (up to 24 h) to limited time-points
which are earlier stated.
Toxicokinetic studies in clinical phases:
Regulatory bodies around the world outlining that
toxicity studies are necessary to support human
Phase I, II and III studies, and product license
application is available3. The magnitude of the
preclinical toxicokinetic evaluation for each clinical
phase varies significantly among pharmaceutical
companies. For Phase I investigations the company
might only generate toxicokinetic data from the
four-week repeat-dose toxicitystudies. Full
pharmacokinetic profile (including in vitro
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metabolism
studies),
and
toxicokinetic
measurements from four- and 13-week repeatdose toxicitystudies prior to Phase I is necessary.
Toxicity assessments enable the No Observed
Effect Level (NOEL) or No Observed Adverse Effect
Level (NOAEL) to be established for a potential
new drug, based on clinical observations,
bodyweight, food consumption, clinical pathology,
organ weights, necropsy examination, and
histopathology. Toxicokinetic data from either
NOEL or NOAEL [and subsequent toxic level(s)] can
be used to give guidance to the clinical investigator
by providing suitable safe starting and upper doses
in the initial single-dose Phase I study. For further
clinical studies using multiple dosing, toxicokinetic
data from toxicity studies provide information on
possible increases or decreases of drug in plasma.
Cases where human plasma levels in a Phase I
study are higher than in the animal study NOEL or
NOAEL values need to consider the effects of
different metabolism and plasma protein binding.
This might result in the use of a different species in
the toxicity study and/or a change of formulation
to enable reassessment of safety margins.
Approaches to decrease the animal usage in
toxicokinetics:
To increase the generation of toxicokinetic data it
has to increase the usage of number of rodents
through the use of satellite groups. As discussed
earlier using of animal’s number and sex is
restricted as per OECD-417 guidelines even in
blood samplings. For this purpose many alternative
approaches has generated.

Recently toxicokinetic studies in dogs by applying
dried blood spot technology published and also it
is in improvement stages to use this model in
rodents (bar). In Pharmaceutical industry this type
of methodology for toxicokinetics has been
developed and combined with high performance
liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (HPLC–
MS/ MS) to collect and analyse very small amounts
of biofluids.
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Alternative approaches to animal models
Using alternative models to animal models can
reduce the number of animals in confirmative
studies 19-21. Although this is not basis for the use of
the chemical entity in clinical phases, but prior to
human usage it should check with the animal
studies.
For example carcinogenecity studies of chemical
entity, alternative model like cell transformation
assay used. In cell transformation Syrian hamster
embryo (SHE) cells,.Balb/c 3T3 mice cells and
C3H/10T1/2 (puripotent stem cells) cells can be
used.In these assays, carcinogenicity of test
substances is determined by measuring phenotypic
changes such as cell morphology, colony growth
patterns and cell adhesion induced by chemicals in
mammalian cell cultures. The most widely used of
these assays are the Syrian hamster embryo (SHE)
assay 22, the low-pH SHE assay, the Balb/c 3T3
assay23, and the C3H/10T1/2 assay24. The SHE assay
is believed to detect early steps of carcinogenesis,
and the Balb/c and C3H10 assays detect later
carcinogenic changes.
Physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK)
modeling:

Dried blood spot technology:

By this approach, smaller volumes of blood
(typically 10–20 lL per sample) used to generate
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high quality toxicokinetic information than are
conventionally required (200 lL for mice and 250 lL
for rats). This could enable a significant reduction
in rodent numbers for generation of kinetic data as
serial samples can be obtained from the same
animal. Toxicokinetic samples can be collected
from rats already in the toxicological study, while
the number of mice in a satellite group can be
reduced.

PBPK models can scientifically support risk
assessment by facilitating extrapolation between
species and exposure routes, and from high to low
doses. Loizou et al., 2008 used this approach to
understand the relationship between external and
internal exposures, helping in dose response
characterisation and the interpretation of
biomarker levels determined in bio-monitoring
studies 25.
The replacement, reduction and refinement (3Rs)
of animal studies can be potentially done by using
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PBPK. For example, the use of PBPK models for
extrapolation of results of animal studies across
species or exposure can be done by PBPK models
which will results in the reduction of animal use.
PBPK models can also aid in selecting the optimum
dose and design of toxicokinetic sampling schemes
for in vivo studies 26.
For pharmaceutical drug development, a number
of generic PBPK models have been developed to
predict invivo kinetics using invitro and insilico
data, including quantitative structure–activity
relationship (QSAR) techniques, on factors such as
metabolism, plasma protein binding and
lipophilicity 27. This approach is referred to as
invitro to invivo extrapolation, and several
commercially available software packages facilitate
its use, such as Gastro Plus and Simcyp 28,29.
Generic models have also been used to assess nonpharmaceutical compounds.
PBPK models accuracy promoted and improved by
various factors such as development of better
statistical models and methods for characterizing
variability and uncertainty and improvement of
databases on physiological parameters and their
intra and inter-individual variation and principle
guidelines for good modeling. These will offer
PBPK models as powerful and cost effective tools
for predicting kinetic behavior while also reduce
the animal usage.

action analysis and extrapolation across exposure
routes. Now a day toxicokinetics used in other
areas also with other areas of pharmacokinetics.
Such as toxicokinetic assessments using
biomarkers, are used earlier in screening studies,
provide data for allometric species scaling, and
even play a role in measuring drug levels in nonplasma samples (tissues, urine and bile). Even
though toxicokinetic evaluation is only a small part
of the process of understanding the fate of a drug,
it has a vital part in drug development – a role that
proceeds to advance.
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